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学位英语考前辅导课程 (模拟题一 )

总分:100 分

= PartI Vocabulary and Structure (30%)

题目说明: Directions: There are 20 incomplete sentences in this section.

For each sentence there are four choices marked A B, C and D. Chocse the

ONE that Lest completes the sentence.

1.We must___preparations for the coming speech contest. ( 1.5 分)

A. do

B. Make

c. Get

D. keep

2. Excuse me for breaking in,__ I have some news for you. (1.5 分)

A.so

B.and

C.But

D.yet

3. I agree with you to a certain___ but not entirely. (1.5 分 )

A.Level

B.part

C.Degree

D.way

4.The river,___flows through London, is called the Thames.(1.5 分)

A.that

B.what

C.which:

D.it

5.I was writing a letter in my bedroom___Mary came in.(1.5 分)

A. while

B. where

C.when

D. why

6.We moved to the front row___we could hear and see better.

(1.5 分)

A. so as

B. so that
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C. because

D. such that

7.Selecting a mobile phone for personal use is no easy task

because technology___so rapidly. (1.5 分)

A.is changing

B.was changed

C.will change

D.will have changed

8.I___basketball quite well, but I haven' t had time to pla

y since last September. (1.5 分)

A.will play

B.have played

C.played

D.play

9.It is__that terrorism is a great threat to world peace.(1.5 分)

A.widely accepted

B.widely accepting

C.wide accepted

D.wide accepting

10. Don't leave the medicine within___of little children.(1.5 分)

A.hand

B.hold

C.grasp

D.reach

11.I used to___at 6:30,but now I get used to___at 7:00.(1.5 分)

A.got up, getting up

B.gets up, getting up

C.getting up, get up

D.get up, getting up

12.I haven't seen my brother___January.(1.5 分)

A.for

B.since

C.from

D.by

13. I am tired___telling you what to do again and again.(1.5 分)

A.at

B.in
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C.from

D.of

14.No sooner had she got back to the kitchen the doorbell rang.(1.5 分)

A.than

B.when

C.while

D.if

15.After walking for five hours,we finally got home,___(1.5 分)

A.was tired and hungry

B.being tired and hungry

C.tired and hungry

D.tiredly and hungrily

16. There are trees on___side of the street. ( 1.5 分 )

A.either

B.both

C.neither

D.all

17.Nothing is___time;yet nothing is less valued.(1.5 分)

A.more precious than

B.less precious than

C.most precious

D.as precious as

18.All the children are getting excited and looking forward to___the new

film.(1.5 分)

A.having seen

B.be seeing

C.see

D.seeing

19.Although our teacher is very strict with us,most students think___of

her.(1.5 分)

A.carefully

B.hardly

C.highly

D.closely

20.I had great difficulty___English when I was in middle school.(1.5

分)

A.to learn
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B.on learning

C.in learning

D.for learning

Part II Cloze (20%)

题目说明：Directions:There are 20 blanks in the following passage.For each

blank there are three choices marked A,Band C You should choose the ONE

that bestfits.Into the passage.

My wife and I have always enjoyed traveling by sea,and last year we decided

to travel about on the Mediterranean. 1(A.Because;B.Although;C.When)our

holiday was rather expensive,we thought that the high standard of

accommodation,the first-class food and many interesting places we saw

were well 2(A.worth;B.worthy;C.fit) the price we paid.We found that

most of the other 3(A.passengers;B.neighbors;C.workmates)were friendly

and 4(A.boring;B.tiring;C.interesting),but there was one man,a

Mr.James,who irritated and annoyed us,and not only us

5(A.but;B.and;C.or)all the others who 6(A.divided;B.shared;C.ate)our

table at dinner.Whatever subject we talked about, it

seemed7(A.that;B.like;C.whether)he was an expert in it.He

had,apparently,read more books,visited more countries and studied more

languages 8(A.like;B.as;C.than)anyone else.After a few days,we ate our

meals 9(A.for;B.in;C.at)silence,10(A.because;B.while;C.when)nobody

wanted to begin a conversation that would soon be 11(A.taken in;B.taken

over;C.taken off) by this man.Then my wife had an

idea.12(A.Fortunately;B.Obviously;C.Strangely),the ship had a

library,and she suggested that we 13(A.shall;B.should;C.must) think of

an 14(A.easy;B.unusual;C.unknown)subject,look it 15(A.up;B.for;C.at)in

an encyclopedia and then talk about it at dinner.If it were unusual

16(A.properly;B.enough;C.greatly),Mr.James could not possibly know

17(A.something;B.anything;C.nothing)about it.The subject we chose

was"English Agriculture in the Eleventh Century".At dinner that night we

discussed this subject 18(A.with;B.at;C.over)great enthusiasm.Mr.James

was silent.We realized we had 19(A.at last;B.at least;C,at length)managed

to find something he knew 20(A.few;B.little;C.much)about.

21.1(1 分)

A.Because

B.Although

C.When

22.2(1 分)

A.worth

B.worthy
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C.fit

23、3(1 分)

A. passengers

B.neighbors

C.workmates

24、4(1 分)

A.boring

B.tiring

c.interesting

25、5(1 分)

A.but

B.and

C.or

26、6(1 分)

A.divided

B.shared

C.ate;

27、7(1 分)

A.that

B.like

c.whether

28、8(1 分)

A.like

B. as

C.than

29、9(1 分)

A.for

B.in

C.at

30、10(1 分)

A.because

B.while

C.when

31.11 (1 分)
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A.taken in

B.taken over

C.taken off

32.12(1 分)

A.Fortunately

B.Obviously

C.Strangely

33, 13(1 分)

A.shall

B.should

C.must

34.14(1 分)

A.easy

B.unusual

C.unknown

35.15((1 分)

A.up

B.for

C.at

36,16((1 分)

A.properly

B.enough

C.greatly

37.17((1 分)

A.something

B.anything

C.nothing

38.18(1 分)

A.with

B.at

C.over

39. 19(1 分)

A.at last

B.at least
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C.at length

40.20(1 分)

A.few

B.little

C.much

= Part Ш Reading Comprehension (20%)

题目说明 Directions:There are two passages in this section.Each passage

is fllowed by some questions or unfinished statements.For each of them

there are 4 choices marked A,B,C,and D.Decide on the ONE that best answers

the question or finishes the statement,

Passage 1:Questions 1 to 4 are based on the following passage.

Most people have had a dog or wanted one as their companion at some time

in their lives.If you are thinking of buying a dog,however,you should

first decide what sort of companion you need and whether the dog is likely

to be happy in the surroundings you can provide.Specialists advice is

useful to help you choose the most suitable kind of dog.But in part the

decision depends on common sense.Different dogs were originally developed

to perform specific tasks.So,if you want a dog to protect you or your

house,for example,you should choose the one that has the right size and

characteristics.You must also be ready to devote a great deal of time to

training the dog when it is young and give it the exercise it needs

throughout its life,unless you live in the countryside and can let it

run freely.Dogs are demanding pets.Cats love the house and they are

satisfactory with their place where it is safe,but a dog is loyal to its

master and consequently wants him to show proof of his affection.The best

time to buy a baby dog is when it is between 6 and 8 weeks old so that

it can transfer its love from its mother to its master. If baby dogs

have not established a relationship with the human being until they are

over three months old,their strong relationship will always be with

dogs.They are likely to be shy when they are brought out into the world

to become good pets.

4l. Which of the following is NOT true according to the pa

ssage? (2.5 分 )

A.You can always get help from the specialists.

B.Common sense is the most important when choosing a dog.

c.You should decide what kind of dog you want.

D.Size and characteristics of the dogs should be considered

too.
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42.What is mentioned as a consideration in buying a dog?(2.5 分)

A.The color of the dog,

B.The price of the dog.

C.Whether the dog will fit the environment.

D.Whether the don will net alona with the other nets in th

e house.

43, Why does the writer say a dog is a more demanding pet

than a cat? ( 2.5 分)

A.It must be trained so that it won' t bite.

B.It demands more food and space.

C.It needs more love and care.

D.It must be looked after carefully.

44,Why is it advised to buy ababy dog under three months old?(2.5 分)

A.It's easier to buy a baby dog under three months old.

B.They are less likely to be shy with human beings.

C. They are less likely to run away.

D.It' s easier for them to form. a relationship with their

masters.

Passage 2: Questions 5 to 8 are based on the following pas

sage.

In the traditional marriage,the man worked to earn money for

the family.Most men worked in an office,a factory,or some other

places away from the home.Since the manearned the money,he paid the

bills.The money was used for food,clothes,a house,and other family

needs.The man made most of the decisions.He was the boss.

In the traditional marriage,the woman seldom worked away from the

house.She stayed at home to care for the children and her husband.She

cooked the meals,cleaned house,washed the clothes,and did other household

work.Her job at home was very important.

In recent years,many couples continue to have a traditional relationship

of this kind.The man has a job and earns the money for the family.The woman

stays at home and cares for the children and the house.Many Americans are

happy with this kind of marriage.But some other Americans have a different

impression of marriage and family responsibilities.

There are two important differences in male and female roles now.One is

that both men and women have many more choices.They may choose to marry

or to stay single.They may choose to work or stay at home.Both men and
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women may choose roles that are comfortable for them.

A second difference in male and female roles is that within marriage many

decisions and responsibilities are shared.The husband and wife may

choose to have children or not.If they have children,the man may take

care of them some of the time,all of the time,or not at all.The woman may

want to stay at home and take care of the children.Or she may want to go

to work.Men and women nowecide these things together in a marriage.Many

married people now share these decisions and the responsibilities of their

families.

45, Which of the following is NOT true in the traditional

marriage? (2.5 分 )

A. Men worked at a job to earn money for the family.

B. The woman made most of decisions.

C. The woman stayed at home to care for the children.

D. The man paid the ills.

46, In recent years,__. ( 2.5 分 )

A. young couples reject the traditional relationship

B. the woman has a job and earns the money for the family

C. the woman doesn't stay at home and care for the childre

n and the house

D . the role of men and women has begun to change.

47, Men and women now may choose all the following EXCEPT

to_ _. ( 2.5 分)

A.marry or to stay single ;

B.work or to stay at home

C.leave their jobs just because they have children

D.choose the roles they feel comfortable with

48. The following statements are all true EXCEPT__.( 2.5 分 )

A.they may choose to have children or not

B.the man may take care of the children some of the time

c.the woman is the most important person in the house

D.the woman may want to go to work

= Part IV Translation (15%)

题目说明 Directions:Translate the following sentences into English.
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49.你应该出去玩，而不是老在屋里待着. (3 分）

50.今天的报纸上有什么重要内容吗? (3 分)

51. 嘲笑处于困境中的人是不礼貌的。(3 分)

52. 我不敢肯定明天她是不是会准时到学校来。（3分）

53. 天色渐晚，我想我们该回家了。（3分）

三 Part V Writing (15%)

题目说明: Directions:For this part,you are alowed thirty minutes to

write a composition on the topic Why Is a Sense of Humor Important?You

should write at least 100 words following the outine given below in Chinese.

54、1.幽默有益身心健康

2.幽默有利于沟通交流( 15 分)


